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Managing operations for a restaurant franchise can be a massive undertaking. Everything from brand integrity and regulatory compliance to food safety and quality - must be evaluated
and analyzed with an eye towards driving improvement. The process often generates stacks of
unwieldly papers, endless spreadsheets, and tremendous amounts of headaches.
With all this information and data in various places, the process of just keeping it all together is
a job unto itself.

“

If your end goal is operational
excellence (and it should be), you know
that “just keeping it all together” isn’t
good enough.

“

You need an integrated system. You need a tool that lets you collect and analyze data to identify
holes in your operational effectiveness and turn all the information you’re gathering into decisions that drive continuous improvement across the system.
In our recent whitepaper, we discuss how franchise restaurants can achieve operational excellence with mobile software and data analytics. In this eBook, we continue that discussion but
with a shift towards “what to look for” when researching and selecting a solution.

You need a tool that lets you collect and analyze data to
identify holes in your operational effectiveness and turn
all the information you’re gathering into decisions that drive
continuous improvement across the system.
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Absolute
‘Must Haves’

when Researching a
Mobile Data Collection
Solution

Customization
A company like yours needs (and deserves) a mobile platform that meets your exact requirements and seamlessly
integrates with your existing systems and processes. It
should also look how you need it to look and work how you
need it to work. If you want certain guidelines to pop-up at
certain times and places, you should be able to do so. And it
should be ready for deployment as quickly as possible.
As we discussed earlier, you could customize something
in-house (or contract someone to do it for you), but
homegrown solutions take too long to build, are quickly
outdated, and expensive to maintain. Meanwhile, off-the
shelf-solutions are restrictive, forcing you compromise
your brand and operational needs. Look for a third-party
solution that utilizes rapid mobile development. This is the
best and fasted way for you to customize the entire look,
feel, and functionality of your application without waiting
years to go live.
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Data Centralization
If you’re like most enterprise franchise or chain restaurants,
you’re still performing internal audits and inspections using
some form of paper and/or spreadsheet-based system. As a
result, you’re probably also still struggling to make informed
operational decisions because you can’t get all your data
together in the same place.
The problem is, you’re gathering and pulling data from
several different tools and sources. The process can be
arduous and clunky, making it extremely time consuming to
get a high-level look at everything. Even restaurants that
have already implemented some form of homegrown technology or a point solution still can’t figure out how one component of their business is affecting the other. Without the
seamless integration of all your data, you’re not working
with all the information.
For example, maybe you perform brand and guest experience walkthroughs with a mobile application created for
your industry. But you’re still using a spreadsheet
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to collect quality control data, and a paper/clipboard approach for safety audits. Meanwhile, all your sales, order
management, and eCommerce numbers are secluded on a
separate point of sale (POS) system. How can you make a
decision with information all over the place?
In order to make real decisions that make real differences,
you need to see what’s going on from 30,000 feet. Find
a solution that can pull data from all of your different
sources and present a comprehensive review of it on a
business intelligence dashboard. The best software will
not only do this, but they’ll also save you tons of valuable
time by pre-populating data into the appropriate forms
based on who the user is, what they are doing, and why
they are doing it.
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Without the
seamless integration
of all your data,
you’re not working
with all the
information.

Expandability, Modularity,
Scalability
If there’s one thing you can count on in the franchise and
chain business, it’s that change is coming. That’s just the
nature of a business so focused on expansion and growth.
Franchises are complex systems with a number of moving
parts. And while you’d rather not have too many systems
in place, it can difficult to implement one consistent
program that addresses all of your needs. Consequently,
it’s important to look for expandability and modularity
with every investment you make.
The idea of modularity is particularly relevant to restaurant franchises that inspect and audit their own supply
chain base. For example, let’s say your franchise owns its
own district facilities for growing tomatoes or baking
bread, but uses external suppliers for beef. Instead of
having multiple auditing or inspection tools for stores,
internal facilities, and external facilities, an expandable
product will let you build off of your existing platform and
add modules to what you already have– saving precious
time while cutting out startup costs.
In addition to adding internal processes, you can also tack on administrative processes as well.
For example, in cases when you’re dealing with things like arbitration letters, you can even set
your platform to automatically generate and distribute them for you. In fact, the possibilities are
endless with a modular system.
With modular processes all working on the same system, you’re normalizing your data so you
can make sure you’re always comparing apples to apples. For example, imagine if you could also
add training and compliance processes to your inspection and audit system. By collecting audit,
inspection, training, and compliance with the same tool, you’re structuring all of your data with
the same tags. Ultimately, this can set you up to track and measure the quality of your business
throughout the entire product lifecycle - from planting, to prep, to service.
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Offline-ﬁrst Approach
Mobile technology users expect a seamless, reliable experience no matter where they are. But traditional mobile apps
can stall or stop working entirely if network connections
are slow or interrupted. Solutions with offline capabilities
help auditors and inspectors complete forms, collect
data, capture photos, and schedule follow-up tasks from
anywhere (regardless of connectivity) without ever losing
access to any form intelligence.
It’s important to understand, however, that not all offline
experiences are the same. In fact, most applications with offline capabilities still risk providing a poor user experience
when a connection is unavailable. This is because while
they offer offline-access, they still rely on cloud-based services to render the full app, with many parts of it affected
by data transfer, network speed, and other online factors.
An offline-first app provides a seamless user experience
whether the user is online and offline. Captured data is
stored on device, and the app displays the full user experience without connectivity. This lets users interact naturally
with the app, making the data sync feel like a background
process when a connection is restored.
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Strong Data Analytics
As technology becomes more and more prevalent in the
restaurant franchise industry, the way you capture and
analyze data becomes more and more important if you want
to compete. Restaurants that have already implemented the
right mobile software are recruiting franchisees faster than
ever. They’re also learning why problems are happening, and
making quicker, more informed decisions to prevent them
from happening again.
By taking the time to analyze the information you collect
every day, you can start to gain a good understanding of any
problems that may be happening at ground level, while maintaining a constant pulse on how your initiatives are working
at each regional store. Data can also help you quickly
understand if things are getting better or worse by region,
franchise group, management team, etc.
With the right data and a willingness to learn from it, information can help you start generating the kinds of thoughts
and conversations where real learning can happen. Over
time, this real learning can spark better ideas, smarter decisions, and ultimately lead you down a path towards continuous improvement.

Data can help you
understand if
things are getting
better or worse by
region, franchise
group,
management
team, etc.
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Automated Tasks and Notiﬁcations
Automation is a critical feature to consider when shopping
for a mobile solution. Not only does automation speed-up
processes and communications, but the right mobile app can
accelerate your entire operation by pre-populating information, kicking off operational alerts and notifications, and
automatically trigging Corrective and Preventative Actions
(CAPA).
Automation makes the CAPA process even more effective.
Automated CAPAs can trigger activities based on any entry,
response, or incident. Based on the information submitted
in a form, the software automatically kicks off action plans,
notifications, maintenance requests, or requests for audits
or re-inspections. At the same time, when violations are
found, submitted forms can automatically route reports
or alerts to the right people in and outside of the company
forfollow-up or review.
The key to CAPA is speed and accuracy. Time is of the
essence when it comes to guest experience, so management
must get things fixed as soon as possible… and prevent
problems from happening again. After all, if problems are
happening at certain locations because employees aren’t
following proper procedures, what’s more important than
getting that corrected right away and making sure it doesn’t
happen again?
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Photos, Markups, and File Embedding
Since you’re considering a software that will utilize smartphones and tablets, you’ll want to look for a solution that
takes full advantage of all the features already built-in.
Mobile software that takes advantage of a device’s built-in
camera can greatly enhance the inspection and audit
process while eliminating the need to lug around that digital
camera everywhere they go.
Photo capabilities let users capture and attach pictures to
digital forms, providing visual information that a textbox
cannot. Users can even draw on the photos with their finger
and upload them directly to the system. Simply circling
or pointing at a specific area on a photo helps to avoid
confusion while clarifying details. This can be a major time
saver, eliminating ‘the work after the work’ for those companies who are still spending countless man-hours manually
validating photos and attaching them to spreadsheets or
paper-based forms after the fact.
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Rapid Deployment
Once you’ve decided that mobile technology is necessary,
it’s common for large franchises to struggle with the
decision of whether to build or buy a solution. Your first
instinct might be to build, especially since you already have
technical resources in-house to create a custom solution
that checks all your boxes. But you also know that any
major internal build can be unpredictable and take a very
long time complete—probably longer than you or your
stakeholders can wait.
You’ve probably also crossed paths with a few technology
sales reps claiming that their preconfigured solution can
satisfy all your requirements and get you up-and-running in
no time. But you know that most out-of-the-box solutions
can’t be customized, and the way your company operates is
far too unique for an off-the-shelf platform.
To get the best of both worlds, look for a mobile technology
partner that utilizes a rapid approach to deployment. These
partners combine the customization capabilities of an
internal solution with the speed-to-market of an off the
shelf solution.
They do this by starting your project on a core preconfigured platform that can be customized on the frontend (visual design, logic paths, data pre-fil, etc.) and custom
engineered on the back-end (triggers, workflows, alerts). By
building off a “core” platform, these companies have the
head start they need to implement an enterprise-level data
collection solution in just about 3 months – that’s 9 to 20
months faster than a traditional custom build.
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The Right Licensing Model
At the end of the day, the licensing model can be one of
the most important components of a making a software
decision. Typically, you’re going to pay a subscription
fee, either based on the number of users you have or the
number of locations you have. The pay-per-location model,
while good for small chains, can be highly detrimental to
large restaurant franchises with hundreds of locations. As
a result, a pay-per-user model usually makes the most fiscal
sense for franchisors whose inspectors handle multiple
locations in the field

Look for a mobile
technology
partner that utilizes
a rapid approach to
deployment.
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Professional Services
Perhaps most importantly, look for a partner that offers a
professional services and development team that will work
with you to ensure your solution looks and work how you
expect it to work.

Front-end Customizations: A solution with a bad front-end or poor usability can
quickly become frustrating to those who are ‘forced to use it’. Look for a professional
services team that takes user experience into account with every decision they make.
Make sure they can customize everything (visual design, logic paths, data mapping,
etc.) to ensure your new platform makes it as easy as possible for your employees to
do their jobs.
Java

Back-end Customizations: On the back-end, ﬁnd a partner that can handle
integrations, and conﬁgure how your processes will work, and how automated
triggers for workﬂows, tasks, and corrective actions will operate. Finally, make sure
this partner can ﬁne tune your reporting structure to ensure you can view and
export data in a way that works for your business.

If you're looking to ensure that your organization is
operating as efficiently as possible, a good professional
services team will work with you to determine how
to best use technology to streamline your operations.
They'll analyze your existing processes and workflows,
find areas to tweak and improve, and work with you to
implement automation into your business. This expert
guidance will help you find innovative new ways to expedite
the distribution of action plans, tasks, alerts, and CAPA
(Corrective and Preventative Actions).
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?
Got questions? We can help!
Form.com is a flexible platform designed to take time-consuming procedures done
on paper and spreadsheets and turn them into user-friendly forms. Our mobile and
offline app allows you to access and complete forms from anywhere, even while
offline, and our team of experts will work with you every step of the way to create
your ideal solution.

For more information
Call

1-888-708-8118

or email info@worldapp.com
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